Ford Tractors, Equipment for Grounds Maintenance
Use Ford for fine mowing and mulching

Medium close mowing (2"-4")—Ford's 60" rotary cutters are excellent attachments for mowing in parks and other restricted areas. The unit trails within the width of tractor rear tires. Full casting of the tail wheel permits easy backing into tight spots. Ford's 3-point hitch picks up and holds the cutter hydraulically for curb mowing.

Very close mowing (1½"-2")—Ford Workmaster tractors have power aplenty for pulling up to 7 gangs of reel type mowers. Yet big "button tread" tires exert less weight on the turf than the heel of a 185-pound golfer! With new Ford Select-O-Speed, you shift down without stopping—without gouging—on slopes... shift up again for fuel economy when the work load lightens.
Fast, big expense mowing (2"-4")—You mow up to a full acre for every mile per hour of ground speed with Ford Powermaster tractors and Ford’s big 100” rotary cutter. And as with other models, you’ll appreciate the way it skims through grass up to 12” high during wet, busy periods.

Leaf mulching—Pulverizing and mulching with rotary cutter is a quick convenient way to dispose of leaves and at the same time return valuable organic matter and plant food to soil. Fall and spring fertilizing and spring aeration will speed up decomposition.

ATTACHMENTS INCREASE ROTARY CUTTER VERSATILITY

Wide skid shoes—Prevent cutter from gouging sod when making short turns at minimum height (2”).

Flexible A-frame—Ferd design permits cutter to follow ground contours more closely.

Leaf mulcher—Perforated skirt inside housing which holds cuttings until thoroughly shredded.

Windrow deflector—Scatters clippings uniformly, helps prevent windrowing of heavy materials.
SIDE MOUNTED MOWER CONQUERS BANKS, SLOPES
This highly versatile, maneuverable mower was engineered for fast clean clipping of tough terrain along highway shoulders and ditches, on banks and slopes, over rutted ground or in pockets of small brush and coarse weeds.

Soft road shoulders are no worry with a Ford tractor and cutter bar mower. You skim along the highway with cutter bar following ground contours too soft to carry a tractor. Job done, quickly lock the bar upright for full speed transport.

Cutterbar is easily raised or lowered with Ford's hydraulic control—operates efficiently from 45° below horizontal to nearly vertical. Simple adjustments let you tilt the bar or raise the inner shoe above curb height. Safety ignition cutout automatically stops engine if you hit an obstruction—protects the mower.

No "specialists" needed with stable, maneuverable Ford tractor-mowers. Almost anybody can become a dependable operator with very little practice. Power steering is optional equipment for All-Purpose and Utility model Fords.

Use Ford for problem mowing

ROTARY CUTTER OFFERS EXTRA SPEED, SAFETY
Ford tractors and rotary cutters work up to three times as fast as conventional mowers. They mow grass, brush or heavy weeds along highways, rights-of-way, estates—anywhere there's a lot of work and enough clearance for your tractor.

Operator safety is among the many big advantages of this operation. The cutter is pulled behind the tractor—off the highway—where the operator can concentrate on his job with no traffic worries. Front and rear shields protect from flying debris.

Ford rotary cutters feature adjustable cutting height and angle, full castering gauge wheel, protection from shock loads with torque-limiting clutch, easy low-cost maintenance, and many other benefits.

Fleets of tractors and equipment can be tailored to exact requirements, even to specified colors. And all Ford tractor-equipment packages have one thing in common. They cost less to buy, cost less to operate and cost less to maintain!
Use Ford for all your problem jobs

Clean sweep. Ford tractors can be equipped with front or rear-mounted brooms for quick, low-cost sweeping of walks, streets and parking areas in factories, shopping centers, etc. The same unit is an excellent “pressure partner” in winter. It clears snow in depth to 6” or cleans up following snow plows.

Spraying—For insect and disease control on trees and shrubs; weed control; chemical treatment and artificial coloring of greens and fairways.

Fertilizing—Just one operation among dozens handled by Ford in land reclamation, seedbed preparation, turf building and year-round turf maintenance.
Tree repair — For raising, pruning, cavity filling, many other types of tree maintenance. Ford also helps remove dead trees, stumps and storm litter.

Dressing diamonds — Blades, scrapers and cultivators are just a few of many Ford attachments adaptable for quick, low cost maintenance of ball diamonds.

Blade work — Both front and rear blades are available for grading, leveling and backfilling . . . easy maintenance of paths and roads in recreation areas.

Landscaping — A posthole digger saves many hours with trees and shrubs — both at the nursery and on landscape projects. Helps, too, with signs, swing sets, etc.

Ice rinks — Blade and broom make an efficient tandem team for quick clean-up between skating sessions. Tractor-loader also dumps excess snow, tows planer.

Snow removal — Ski clubs, winter resorts, motels, many other areas benefit by quick handling of snow problems. And Ford loaders range up to 2500 lb. capacity!
FORD — for any power job. Utility, All Purpose and Industrial tractors, gasoline or diesel.

FORD — for any mowing or maintenance job. Dozens of man and money-saving implements and attachments, including many specialized tools matched to Ford.

FORD — for any loading job. Full line of hydraulic loaders with 1000 to 2500 lbs. rated capacity.

FORD — for any digging job. 10 ft., 12 ft. and 14 ft. backhoes with bucket and stabilizer pad options for all kinds of digging.

Design, materials and/or specifications are subject to change without notice and without liability.

YOU SEE MORE FORDS BECAUSE THEY SAVE MORE MONEY!